
We proudly fit products by

Quinlans Pharmacy
& Medical Equipment
229 Parrish St. Ste. 230

Canandaigua, NY, 14424

Phone: 585-394-2303  
Fax: 585-394-2320 

www.quinlansmedical.com

Our Credo  
We are a locally owned family 
Pharmacy & Durable Medical 

Equipment Supplier. We provide 
quality care and maintain the 

highest level of service possible 
to all of our customers. We also 

proudly support the communities 
that we serve.

Proudly providing products for 
women after breast surgery

Monday - Friday 9 AM - 5 PM

Appointments preferred, but walk in’s are welcome

Store Hours:



_
ABC Diamond Shaper Lightweight 
Features Diamond Layer 
technology that minimizes 
perspiration and reduces shifting 
of the shaper in the bra pocket.  
Its wide footprint provides full 
coverage across the chest wall 
and maximizes comfort.

ABC MyForm™ Shaper
Designed with a special back 
layer compartment to allow 
for adjustability and fitting 
versatility with the use of our 
hypoallergenic fiber fill. Included 
in each ABC MyForm™ 
package is a single pouch of 
hypoallergenic fiber fill.

Triangle Lightweight 
Features the standard 
triangle shape which is 
suitable for multiple surgical 
sites and fits easily into a 
variety of bra cups. Available 
in blush and tawny. Crafted 
with Lightweight silicone 
which is about 30% lighter 
than Standard silicone. 

Flowable Back Triangle 
Features the classic triangle 
shape. Crafted with 
Lightweight silicone and 
a flowable gel back that 
extends from edge to edge 
for maximum comfort.

Breast Form, Shaper and Post Surgical Collection

Bra Collection

Post-Surgical Kit 
Kit contents include one 
ABC Leisure Bra in white 
(Style 110), one Triangle 
Puff Form (Style 910) 
and two Velcro attachable 
drain pouches (Style 922).

Compression Bra 
Cotton blend gives a stretch-
perfect fit and reinforced 
side panels provide 
exceptional support. Zipper 
front with hook and eye 
closure makes for easy 
donning and doffing. 

All of our breast forms are handcrafted  
with care in the USA.
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Stay Connected with ABC
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Rose Contour T-Back BraRose Contour Bra T-Shirt Bra Soft Shape T–Shirt Bra Massage Bra® Adore Bra


